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We show that some important properties of subdiffusion of unknown origin (including ones of
mixed origins) can be easily assessed when finding the “fundamental moment” of the corresponding
random process, i.e., the one which is additive in time. In subordinated processes, the index of the
fundamental moment is inherited from the parent process and its time-dependence from the leading
one. In models of particle’s motion in disordered potentials, the index is governed by the structural
part of the disorder while the time dependence is given by its energetic part.
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Anomalous diffusion has become a much discussed
topic in the recent years. It is defined as the random
motion of some object, in which the mean squared dis-
placement (MSD) grows not linearly in time, but follows
a different power law, i.e.
〈
X2(t)
〉 ∼ tα, with α 6= 1.
Here we concentrate on subdiffusion, α < 1. Subdif-
fusion is a behaviour emerging in many situations with
most recent examples being pertinent to transport inside
biological cells [1–5] or on their membrane [6, 7], see [8]
for a review. Physically, anomalous diffusion may have
very different causes [9, 10]. It may appear due to the in-
ternal degrees of freedom in viscoelastic systems, due to
labyrinthine surroundings or due to traps in disordered
systems, etc., each case needing a different mathemati-
cal instrument for its description [11]. In an experiment,
it is not always easy to decide, from the data or from a
priori considerations, what situation applies, and what
mathematical instrument has to be used. Very often, the
results of the measurement or of computer simulations
giving some properties of a random process X(t), are
simply fitted to an ad hoc theoretical model, in the best
case some statistical tests are used to check whether the
results comply with the prediction of one of the models
chosen from a relatively small repertoir of alternatives.
Here it is necessary to note that subdiffusion may have
mixed origins [12], and that such processes were indeed
observed in experiments [7], which makes finding the cor-
responding model even more complicated. To understand
the situation at hand it is therefore necessary to be able
to “deconstruct” it, i.e. to classify the process without
comparing it with a preexisting theoretical model.
In what follows we concentrate on random processes
which can be either considered as the ones subordinated
to processes with stationary or uncorrelated increments
in systems without disorder, or can be approximated by
those after averaging over realizations of disorder in disor-
dered systems. For the processes which can be described
in the language of subordination, the procedure corre-
sponds to separation of the contributions of the parent
and the leading process, and gives us the possibility to
obtain some important properties immediately from ex-
perimental or numerical data. For the case of diffusion in
disordered potential landscapes (which does not in gen-
eral reduce to subordinated processes in low dimensions)
one can clearly separate the structural and the energetic
component of the disorder.
We first present the main quantity which we consider
suitable for this task: the fundamental moment of the
process, and elucidate the corresponding notion for the
case of subordination of a process with stationary in-
crements under the operational time given by a general
process with non-negative increments. Then we turn to
disordered systems and give a short summary of two rele-
vant physical situations: of the energetic and of the struc-
tural disorder, and show how the method proposed allows
for distinguishing the contributions of the corresponding
disorder types. The procedure discussed here works on
the level of ensemble means; the single-trajectory ver-
sions have to follow slightly different lines, and will not
be considered here.
i) Processes subordinated to a process with sta-
tionary increments. The subordination models, like
the famous continuous time random walks (CTRW), con-
situte the class for which our procedure is the simplest
to apply. Let us thus consider a process subordinated to
a random process X(u) (parent process) with stationary
increments under some operational time u = τ(t), i.e.
the random process
X(t) = X(τ(t))
starting at x = 0 for u = 0, where the increment process
∆X(u1, u2) = X(u2) − X(u1) is a stationary random
process in u. Due to stationarity we are allowed to put
∆X(u1, u2) = ∆X(u2 − u1). The process τ(t) (leading
process) maps the physical time t to the operational time
u. The process τ(t) is a general random process with
non-negative increments (which guarantees the causality
of the model). Let P (x, u) be the PDF of the increment
process. For simplicity we take P (x, u) to be symmetric:
P (x, u) = P (−x, u). Now let us assume that this PDF
scales as a function of the operational time lag u,
P (x, u) =
1
uα/2
f
(
x2
uα
)
.
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2No other restrictions are assumed.
Let us concentrate of the (generalized) absolute mo-
ments of ∆X(u):
〈|∆X(u)|γ〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
|x|γP (x, u)dx = Aγu(γα)/2,
with a prefactor Aγ depending on the exact form of the
PDF of the increment process. We note that for γ =
γF = 2/α this moment (averaged over realizations of
the parent process X(u) for given u) is linear in u and
therefore additive in u. Thus, taking γ = 2/α and any
three operational time instants 0 = u0 ≤ u1 ≤ u2, we
have
〈|∆X(u1, u2)|γF 〉 = AγF (u2 − u1),
so that
〈|∆X(u0, u2)|γF 〉 = 〈|∆X(u0, u1)|γF 〉+〈|∆X(u1, u2)|γF 〉.
We now average this equation over the distribution of
the operational times pertinent to three instants of clock
time 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2: u1 = τ(t1) and u2 = τ(t2).
Passing from operational to clock times, we obtain
〈|∆X(τ(t1), τ(t2))|γF 〉τ1,τ2 = AγF [〈τ(t2)− τ(t1)〉τ ] ,
which – due to additivity – translates to
〈|∆X(t0, t2)|γF 〉 = 〈|∆X(t0, t1)|γF 〉+ 〈|∆X(t1, t2)|γF 〉
(1)
(where now a double average over the realizations a par-
ent and of a leading process is performed). Thus, the
moment of index γF = 2/α which was additive in opera-
tional time stays additive in the clock time. We stress
that 〈|∆X(t, t′)|γF 〉 does not have to grow linearly in
t′ − t, and it’s dependence on it’s arguments might be
quite complex. For example, for simple Brownian mo-
tion, or for a simple random walk as a parent process,
this is the second moment.
We will call the index γF the fundamental exponent
of our random process, and the moment of index γF its
fundamental moment. The index of the fundamental mo-
ment of the subordinated process is inherited from the
parent process. Having enough realizations of the pre-
cess (in all our simulations 2048 trajectories were used)
the index γF can be found by solving Eq. (1) numerically.
When this index is known, we get
〈|X(t)|γF 〉 = AγF 〈τ(t)〉 (2)
and restore the time dependence of the first moment of
the subordinator provided AγF is known. If, addition-
ally, we have the knowledge of all Aγ we can see that
〈|X(t)|2γF 〉 = A2γF 〈τ2(t)〉 and so on, which allows us to
restore the sequence of the moments of the subordina-
tor. If, on the contrary, the moments of subordinator are
known as functions of time, the sequence of generalized
moments of the parent process can be obtained.
ii) Parent process with uncorrelated incre-
ments. In the cases typically considered as examples of
subordination, like CTRW, the leading process is taken
to be independent from the parent one. The situations in
which τ(t) does depend on X(u) (e.g. through its incre-
ments) will be termed “quasi-subordination”. Some of
them can be considered on the equal footing. CTRW is
a process where the increments of the parent process are
both stationary and uncorrelated [11]. This second prop-
erty by itself is enough for applicability of our method,
even if the increments were non-stationary and depen-
dend on X. Such a situation is realized e.g. in random
trap models [9]. For models with uncorrelated increments
the fundamental moment is always the second one. This
is easily seen from
〈|∆X(u0, u2)|2〉 = 〈|∆X(u1, u2)|2〉+ 〈|∆X(u0, u1)|2〉
+2〈[X(u2)−X(u1)][X(u1)−X(u0)]〉.
If the increments are uncorrelated, the last term van-
ishes and Eq. (1) with γF = 2 is recovered. By the
same arguments as above, the additivity still holds after
substitution of the operational times with the clock ones.
An example of such a situation is given by the random
trap model which in 3d is adequately modelled by CTRW
but in 1d is a process where the temporal component of
the process is not independent on the positional one. Let
us compare CTRW and the random trap model in 1d [13].
In the trap model each site corresponds to a potential
well with random depth Ei < 0. The distribution of Ei
is taken to be exponential and characterized by the mean
trap depth −ET . The jumping rates to the neighboring
sites wi→i±1 depend on Ei according to Kramers’ law
wi→i±1 =
1
2
w0 exp(Ei/kBT ), (3)
and the probability to go left or right upon a jump are the
same. The value of τ = w−10 defines the time scale of the
process and is sent to unity in what follows. The mean
sojourn time τi = 1/(wi→i−1 + wi→i+1) differs from site
to site. In contrast to the trap model, the waiting times
in CTRW are re-drawn after every jump – usually from
some heavy-tailed (Pareto) distribution p(τ) ∼ τ−1−α,
with α ∈ (0, 1) – and not bound to a specific site. In
both cases, however, the process is (quasi)-subordinated
to a process with uncorrelated increments, and the fun-
damental exponent is expected to be two. This finding
is supported by numerical simulations, see Fig. 1.
iii) Further applications to disordered systems.
Let us now concentrate on a single particle moving in
a generic disordered energy landscape. On the coarse-
grained level the particle’s motion on a lattice is de-
scribed by a master equation with the transition rates
wij between the neighboring sites fulfilling the detailed
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FIG. 1. Simulation results for CTRW with Pareto dis-
tributed waiting times (upper panel) and for the trap model
(lower panel). Every point is calculated from 2048 trajec-
tories of length 106τ . Error bars are given for three points
and are smaller than the symbols. Both models are (quasi-)
subordinated to a process with uncorrelated increments, and
their fundamental exponent is γF = 2.
balance condition in equilibrium. Under quite general as-
sumptions (see [14]) the effective diffusion coefficient in
such a model is
D∗ = a2
〈wij exp(−Ei/kBT )〉EM
〈exp(−Ei/kBT )〉 (4)
with a being the lattice constant, Ei again describing the
particle’s energy at site i, and 〈σij〉EM denoting the pro-
cedure of averaging, giving the macroscopic conductance
of a lattice with condictivities σij of single bonds. Sub-
diffusion is observed, provided this coefficient of normal
diffusion vanishes. It can vanish either when the numer-
ator vanishes (i.e. when the system is on percolation
threshold, or in 1d) or if the denominator diverges. Since
the denominator is proportional to the mean waiting time
on a site, this corresponds to diverging waiting times, i.e.
the situation which may take place in trap models.
The situation with diverging waiting time (i.e. diverg-
ing Boltzmann factor) is termed as energetic disorder.
The situation when the enumerator vanishes, depending
on the structure of the system, will be called structural
disorder. This is typical for all percolation cases and for
barrier models in one dimension.
The stochastic processes generated by these models in
single realizations are rather difficult to treat. However,
as we proceed to show via numerical simulations, as soon
as an average over the disorder is applied, the correspond-
ing processes on the average behave pretty much like
the processes subordinated to processes with stationary
incremets. The correct averaging procedure here corre-
sponds to averaging over many realizations of our disor-
dered system with exactly one realization of a random
walk process in each of them.
As an example, let us examine the barrier model in 1d
[9, 10]. This model is characterized by random energy
barriers Ei,i+1 > 0 placed between the sites of a chain.
The heights of the barriers are exponentially distributed
with EB being the mean height. The transition rates wij
are:
wi,i+1 = w0 exp(−Ei,i+1/kBT ). (5)
The random walks in each realization might be very dif-
ferent and may lack ergodicity, but after averaging over
all realizations the process can be approximated by a pos-
sess with stationary increments: upon averaging all sites
become equivalent, and therefore the further displace-
ment cannot depend on where (and therefore on when)
the process started. Thus, the fundamental moment in
our our barrier system has the index γF = 2/α with α
being the exponent of the anomalous diffusion
α =
{
2kBT
kBT+EB
for EB > kBT
1 otherwise,
(see [10]) as if the process were a pure (non-subordinated)
process with stationary increments. The statements
above are confirmed by results of numerical simulations
in Fig. 2
Now let us turn to a generic one-dimensional random
potential being a combination of barriers and traps. The
transition rates in such a process read
wi,i+1 = w0 exp(−(Ei,i+1 − Ei)/kBT ). (6)
Note that in the cases pertinent to normal diffusion, when
Eq.(4) holds, the numerator would depend only on Ei,i+1
(i.e. on the properties of the barriers) and denominator
only on Ei (the properties of the traps). We proceed to
show (by means of numerical simulations) that the cor-
responding distinction is still possible in the subdiffusive
domain.
Averaging over the realizations of disorder leads us
to a parent process with stationary increments (by im-
plicit averaging over barriers as discussed above), and at
the same time destroys correlations between the wait-
ing times on the sites. The whole situation can thus be
approximated by a subordination of a parent process per-
tinent to averaged barrier behaviour to a leading process
stemming from the corresponding trap model. This is
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FIG. 2. Simulation of barrier (upper panel) and mixed (lower
panel) models. The fundamental exponent is plotted against
the mean barrier heigth. Every point was calculated from
2048 trajectories of length 106τ . Error bars are given for the
barrier model for three points and have at most the size of
the symbols. Each dotted line in the lower plot corresponds
to one fixed value of mean trap depth varying from zero to
3kBT .
a true process of anomalous diffusion of mixed origins.
Since the quasi-subordination introduced via the energy
traps does not alter the value of γF , we expect it to be
γF = 1+EB/(kBT ). The result of our numerical simula-
tions are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2. In this figure
we compared the numerical results of the barrier models
with those of the mixed situation, where no systematic
influence of the mean trap depth on the fundamental ex-
ponent is found. The only difference between the models
are stronger fluctuations of γF in the mixed model.
In Fig. 3 we plotted the fundamental moments of the
barrier, trap and mixed model as functions of time. One
observes that the slope of the mixed model follows the
one of the trap model with the same distribution of po-
tential wells’ depth. This supports our statement made
above: The fundamental exponent is governed by struc-
tural disorder, while the time-dependence of the funda-
mental moment is governed by the energetic one.
To summarize: subdiffusion may stem from different
physical mechanisms, and distinguishing between them
(or identifying combinations thereof) is an important
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FIG. 3. The fundamental moments for the trap, barrier and
mixed models as functions of time. Here we took ET = 3 and
EB = 3, so that both in the barrier and in the trap model
〈X2(t)〉 ∝ √t. The upper and the lower dashed lines have
slopes 1 and 0.5, respectively.
task. Such distinctions can be made on the basis of fun-
damental moment of the process, i.e. its absolute mo-
ment which is additive in time. In subordinated pro-
cesses, the index of the fundamental moment is inherited
from the parent process and its time-dependence from
the leading one. In models of disordered potentials, the
index is governed by the structural part of the disorder
while the time dependence is given by its energetic part.
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